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SATURDAY, JULY I$E, 1905.

THE ANNUAL REPRESENTATIVE MEEI3IN0.
As will have been realized by those members of the Asso-
ciationwho have studied the SUPPLEMENTS to the JOURNAL
for March i8th, May 13th, and May 27th, the amount of
business to be transacted by 'the Annual 'Representative
Meeting is very large, while many of the subjects are bf first-
rate importance to the profession in 'its relation to the
public and to the State.' With the view of affording tiae
for the adequate consideration of these matters, the first
meeting of ftepresentatives has been summoned for 2 p.m.

on Mondavy, July 24th. It is, we believe, intended to
adjourn for dinner, to resume in 'the evening, and to hold
two sessions on Tuesday, July 25th. It seems to be tho-ught
probable that it will be necessary to meet again on

Wednesday afternoon, but the decision as to this and also
as to holding meetings on later days will, of couirse, rest
with the representatives when assembled.
The first business to come before the meeting, after

receiving the return of election of representatives and after
electing a chairman, will be the adoption of the Standing
Orders, which will involve the consideration of certain
amendments, of which due notice has been given by
Divisions.
The next business will be the annual report of Council,

which is of the nature of a record of work done during the
year; we presume that, after this has been disposed
of, the additional report of the Council on the altera-
tion of the Memorandum of Association which is
published in the SUPPLEMENT for this week will be
taken. As we were able to announce last week, the
Committee appointed by the Council to consider the
iustructions of the Representative Meeting at Oxford with
reference to obtaining alterations in the Memorandum of

Association has recommended that the objects in view
could be most satisfactorily attained by reconstituting the
Association under a Royal Charter. The reasons for
making this suggestion, which has been adopted by the
Council, are set out in the report. The Committee were

advised by Mr. W. E. Hempson, Solicitor to the Associa-
tion, and by Mr. Fischer Williams, the Counsel who was

first consulted, that the Birmingham resolutions would not

have the legal effect they had been supposed to bear; and
that even should they be sanctioned by the High Court,
there would still be difficulties and restrictions in
carrying out such objects as the application of
the Association funds to benevolent purposes, the promo-

tion of the candidature of medical mea to Parliament, or of
instituting individual medical defence. A further opinion

was obtained from Mr. Beaufort Palmer, who, while express-

ing the view that an alteration permitting medical defence
to be undertaken might be obtained through the High
Court, strongly advised the Association to consider the
desirability of applying for a Royal Charter. If this were

obtained, he pointed out, the Association would be free

from the troublesome restrictions due'to personal interpre-
titions &f clantes df 'the Companiie AtUM;t'whle If p**ers
would beeome miuch wvidTr, tWdthe proceutt ledIIary
to d6velop the usdfhilness of the Associaffloir wouM-Ab*
much less coitly under a charter thanrif it had't*iprotftd
by way b -appIication to the-IghtCovt. -Inquniy in 1he
proper quairer showed that, having regard 'to'the ma-gni-t
tude of the Associstion nsd its Important interesta in a61
parts of the Bi-tisb Emrpire, there wAs reasonable grband
for expecting that a-Roy%l'C rter-wm1d be granted.
The next busine0s of theRepresentative Meeting will, we

gather, be the consideration of the annual report of the
Medico Political Committee and of certain supplementary
reports, including a report of the proceedings of the
Committee since its annual report was drawn up, and the
special report on contract practice; the preparation of this
latter report has.ben a m'ost laborious undertaking, and as
at present arranged it will be published, for the informa-
tion of members,in the SUPPLEMENT to the next issue of
the JOURNAL. It is impossible to attexupt here to
enumerate the many other subjects dealt with
by the Medico-Political Committee during the year;
they were set out in tabular form, with the neces-
sary appended documents, in the SUPPLEMENT to the
JOURNAL of May 27th. They include such subjects as
the relation of medical men to coroners, the defects in the
Midwives Act disclosed by experience of its working, the
abuse of drugs and the undue repetition of prescriptions,
and the Medical Acts Amendment Bill, to mention only a
few of the most outstanding subjects.
After the reports of the Ethical Committee and the

Medical Defence Committee, the next item on the agenda
is the consideration of the motions to make new by-laws or
to alter or repeal existing by-laws; the proposals were
classified and published in the SUPPLEMENT for May i3th;
some of them are of a purely formal or verbal charadter,
others are amendments of the substance of existing by-
laws, several falling under this category referring to the
financial administration of Branches. The third categoff
includes a new by-law to establish an Irish Committee on
the analogy of the Scottish Committee.
The proposals for alterations of the Articles of Associa-

tion stand next on the agenda, and the meeting will then
pass on to the consideration of other notices of motion
given by Divisions or Branches; these affect respectively
the regulations for the administration of the Association
and the scope of work of the Association.
We have not here attempted to do more than refer very

briefly to some of the more important subjects which will
engage the attention of the Representative Meeting. Some
of the business has to do with the internal economy ot the
Association, but much of it is work done for the profession
at large. The membership of the Association is large, but
if the contention that it is working in the interesteOf the
whole profession be true, as undoubtedly it is, its member-
ship ought to be larger, for every member of the profesion
ought to feel it to be his duty to lend his support. -Criti-
cisms are sometimes heard of the aims and methods of, the
British Medical Association. Well, it is a very democratie
institution, and affords to every one of its members oppor-
tunities, if he chooses to use them, of makiDg h'is opinions
known. We are quite confident that any new ideas on th6
conduct of the business of the Association will be wel-
comed, but suggestions can be effectively put forward only
by those who are members. It is not by standing-out of a
great professinal -brganifttion such as thisthat its power

.---
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for good can be increased. If its methods are susceptible
of improvement-as no doubt they are, for no human insti-
tution is perfect-let it have the advantage of criticism
from within. Its power for good, its influence with the
public and with the Legislature, will be enormously in-
creased when it is in a position to claim that it includes in its
membership all British practitioners of medicine who take a
aiving interest in the welfare and honour of their profession.

TEE LUNACY COMMISSION.
THE last number of the Quarterly Review contains an
article upon this subject, which has not attracted so much
attention as it deserves. Beginning with a very interesting
historical review, the writer shows how it comes about
that a lawyer-the Lord Chancellor-is at the head of a

body-the Board of Lunacy-which has the care of so vast
a province of disease. Bach an arrangement is anomalous,
and has been, and still is, attended by great disadvantages
to the unfortunates who are subject to it. But for this
survival from mediaeval times, it would not have been
possible for a Lord Chancellor, by placing his insuperable
veto upon all projects of reform, to perpetuate for twenty
years the infamous abuses of the old madhouses. The
~evil that men do lives after them, and it is to
the obstinate obscurantism of Lord Eldon that we
owe the prejudice that still exists against the lunacy
laws, against lunatic asylums of all kinds, and especially
against licensed houses. This prejudice is still so

active, that it has been adduced, by a witness before the
Royal Commission on the Care of the Feeble-minded, as a
reason for removing this class of cases from the control of
the Commissioners in Lunacy, and from the scope of the
lunacy law, and for constituting a new statutory body to
deal with them. If this should be found necessary, and
Parliament should create a separate law, a separate mode
of procedure, a separate controlling body, with all the
additional expense, and delay, and uncertainty, and
awkwardness that will follow on the provision of
separate sets of machinery for cases that must come,
now under the one set, and now under the other, these
untowardconsequenceswillall be the work of the dead hand
of that dead Chancellor, whose evil deeds so long suwvie
him.

After sketching briefly and lucidly the history of the
legislation dealing with the insane down to the present
day, the writer in the Quarterly shows the monstrous
.discrepancy between the strength of the Lunacy Commis-
sion and the work it has to do. The Lunacy Act, I845,
-established the Lunacy Cammission as it at present exists,
with three medical and three paid legal Commissioners.
There are certain unpaid Commissioners also, whose
number varies from time to time, and whose functions are
unknown outside their offlce; but they cannot, it seems,
relieve the paid Commissioners of any of the most onerous
part of their duty-that of visiting the insane in the places
in which they happen to be. The number of paid Com-
miesioners was fixed by the Statute of I845, and no power
being inserted in that Act, nor in any subsequent Act, to
increase their number, it has remained the same to this
day. Yet in I845 the number of insane persons under the
care of the Commission was about 23,000, now it is i20,000.
The amount of work under this heading alone has, there-
fore, increased between five and six-fold, while the number
of Commissioners has remained stationary. These
figures, however, do not nearly" represent the real

increase in the work. The larger number of patients
is contained in a correspondingly larger number of
institutions, and every one must be visited by the
Commissioners. Many of these new institutions are
in remote parts of the country, which had no asylums
when the Act of I845 was passed. Moreover, not only is
the number of patients increased, and the number of insti-
tutions which contain them increased, but the amount of
work with respect to each patient and with respect to each
institution has also increased considerably.
The inspection of institutions has become more thorough,

in keeping with the greater thoroughness that is expected
in all departments of public life. The number of statutory
books that must be inspected by the Commissioners is
increased. The number of returns made to the Commis-
sioners, with respect to every patient admitted, is at least
trebled. So that it would not be an overestimate to say
that, in the last sixty years, the work of the Commission
has increased ten-fold. Yet the number of Commissioners
is the same now as in i845. At length the long-suffering
worm has turned. Two years ago the Commissioners repre-
sented privately to the Lord Chancellor that their work had
gone beyond them, and that they could.not perform all their
duties without an increase in their number. This repre-
sentation had no effect; and, in its last report, the Commis-
sion has taken the unprecedented step of making a public
remonstrance. Stung into action at last, has the Govern-
ment introduced a Bill empowering the Lord Chancellor to
quintuple the numbers of the Commissioners in correspon-
dence with the quintupled number of their wards ? No. To
double the number of Commissioners, then ? No. It is
proposed that two shall be added to the six already existing.
To increase by one-third a body whose duties have multi-
plied by ten! And it is to be noted that this increase is to
be final. No power is given in the Bill to provide a further
increase, if and when it shall be found necessary. For any
further increase, further legislation will be required. But
even this paltry increase of one-third in the number of
Commissioner3 is not being pushed with any appearance
of sincerity. A Bill has been brought in, it is true,
but there is no indication that the Government has any
desire or intention of passing it. It was read a first time
early in the session, and since then nothing has been
heard of it. Why should it be pressed? The insane have
no votes. No injustice to them can influence an election.
The writer of the Quarterly article suggests, indeed, a

method by which the equivalent of two Commissioners
could be added to the Board without any cost at all to the
country. His suggestion is that the Chancery Visitors
should be amalgamated with the Lunacy Commission.
The Lord Chancellor has the power, under the Lunacy
Act, I890, to effect this amalgamation by an order under
his hand. The fusion of the two offlces would have great
advantages in some respects, but it is difficult for an out-
sider to calculate the balance of advantage against disad-
vantage in a matter in which the data are but imperfectly
known. But whether this amalgamation is or is not
effected, more Commissioner3 are needed. If, like our
neighbours across the Channel, we were to place a medical
man in the position of Prime Minister, so manifestly
proper and necessary a measure would not be urged in
vain. Even if medical men formed a due proportion of
the Legislature, they could bring effectual pressure to
bear upon Ministera. ¶The enforced resignation of the
whilom Chief Secretary shows what can be done by even a
small body of members of Parliament, who-are not merely
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content with making representations, but are determined
to act. If the medical profession were properly represented
in Parliament, it is certain that the Lunacy Commission
would beproperlyconstituted. Moreover, it is unlikelythat in
South Africa three men would have perished of typhoid fever
for every one that fell beneath the bullets of the enemy.

THE PATHOLOGY OF PLAGUE.
IN a recent publication of the American Bureau of
Government Laboratories, Dr.' Maximilian Herzog,' gives
an interesting account of his pathological investigations
into cases of plague which have occurred at Manila, to-
gether with a useful summary of the important literature
on the subject of plague bacteriology and diagnosis. The
basis of the original work communicated in this report
consists of twenty fatal cases of plague which arose in
Manila during 1904. Upon these Dr. Herzog performed
very careful necropsies, and supplemented his investiga-
tions with cultural and histological examinations and
animal experiments. Sixteen of these twenty cases were
of the bubonic type, three were pneumonic, and one was
of the septic type. -Of the bubonic cases there were inguinal
buboes in eleven, axillary in one, and cervical in four.
This preponderance of inguinal buboes appears to be the
general rule in localities where the majority of the
people are barefooted. Dr. Herzog calls attention to
the difficulty of ascertaining the portal of entry of the
plague virus. In seven out of his sixteen bubonic cases
not the slightest indication could be found; and in the
remaining nine, though the site of inoculation was more
or less clearly indicated, it was not always possible to dis-
tinguish between a secondary plague lesion of the skin
and the seat of original infection. In the three pneumonic
cases the portal of entrance was clearly the lungs, since
the character of the changes in the bronchial glands made
it quite clear that they were not the first foci of infection.
In the septicaemic case there was no evidence of an intes-
tinal origin, and it is suggested that the bacilli were pro-
bably inhaled, entered the blood stream almost imme-
diately without causing a distinct pneumonia, and in this
way produced a general septicaemia without any obvious
focal localization.
One of Dr. Herzog's cases suggested the possibility of

infection through the agency of pediculi. He was, there-
fore, induced to take up the study of the part which insects
may play as carriers,of plague, with particular reference to
the alleged transference of plague from ratb to men by the
agency of rat fleas. In the course of the investigation of
this question with reference to local conditions it was
found that the rodents in Manila were infested with a
species of Siphonaptera not hitherto described. The results
of the inquiry, however, led to the conclusion that this
new species of flea had not taken any part in the convey-
ance of the disease, the question remaining open as to
whether or no plague had been first imported into the city
through the agency of rats.

Dr. Herzog rightly insists on the extreme importance, in
the interests of public health, of ostablishing an accurate
diagnosis in the first cases which appear, and before the
disease has assumed epidemic proportions. It is, there-
fore, desirable, he points out, that the practitioner should
be familiar with the points to look for and the general
procedure to adopt in making a post-mortem examination
of a case which might turn out to be one of plague. On
I Tie Plague: Bacteriology, Morbid Anatomy, and Hi8topathology. By

Maximilian Herzog, M.D. Manila: Bureau of Public Printing. 1904

external inspection, the bubo, if present, will generally be
found in the femoral, axillary, or cervical region. Dr.
Herzog describes it as a rather firm, doughy swelling,
over which the skin is generally adherent, while the
surrounding tissue is markedly oedematous. In the neigh-
bourhood of the bubo an ulcer or carbuncle with exten-
sive necrosis may be found. The general surface of
the body is frequently cyanotic, and skin eruptions,
petechiae, and ecchymoses are commonly observed. When
the body is tuirned over, a dark, blood-tinged, foamy, serous
fluid oozes from the nostrils. On opening the body the
characteristic appearances are multiple haemorrhagesr
interstitial, subserous, and submucous in situation, genera)
congestion of the organs, enlarge'ment of the spleen,
parenchymatous degeneration of the kidneys, and, inr
pneumonic cases, lobular consolidation of the lungs. A
point of histological interest to which Dr. Herzog calls
particular attention is the condition of the kidneys. The
typicai change found microscopically in these organs he
describes as "extensive and frequently-occurring hyaline
fibrin thrombosis of the glomerular capillaries." The
necropsy ought, of course, to be supplemented by bacterio-
logical methods, including smear preparations, the making
of cultures, and animal inoculations.

THE ANNUAL MEETING AT LEICESTER.
WE are informed that the Great Central Railway will run a
special breakfast train from Marylebone to Leicester on the
mornings of Wednesday, July 26th, Thursday, July 27th,
and Friday, July 28th. The train will leave Marylebone
Station at 7.45, and will arrive in Leicester at 9.40o
in time for the meetings of the Sections on
those days. Members desiring to reserve seats in
the breakfast car should communicate with the Station-
master at Marylebone (telephone No. 584, Paddington).
The Council desires that the attention of members attend-
ing the annual meeting at Leicester should be drawn to
resolutions adopted on July sth with regard to academic
costume. The resolutions are to the effect that academic
costume is not expected to be worn at the church services,.
nor at any of the functions at Leicester. In the SUPPLE-
MENT for this week, the revised programme of the annual
meeting is printed together with additional particulars as
to longer excursions arranged by the Committee in Leices-
ter. On Saturday, Julv 29th, there will be an excursion to
Buxton, limited to 300, and members taking part in it, after
visiting the batbs and pump-room of Buxton in the morn-

ing,will have a choice of several agreeable ways of spending
the afternoon; thev may play golf on the links of the
Buxton and High Peak Golf Club, or make excursions to.
Haddon Hall and Chatsworth, to Matlock, or to Castleton.
Special arrangements have been made by which, at the,
conclusion of any one of these excursions, trains going
north and south can be joined at a side station. The Dake
of Rutland has invited a party of sixty members to visit
Belvoir Castle on Friday afternoon, July 28th. Members
wishing to join these excursions must hand in their names
at the counter which will be provided in the receptionr
room, Young Men's Christian Association Buildings, London
Road, Leicester, not later than noon on Thursday, July
27th, and should the applications be in excess of the
numbers to which the excursions are severally limited. the
names will be balloted for. The attention of members-
wishing to play golf is called to the notice on page 73 of the
SUPPLEMENT, with reference to the links of the Leicester
Golf Club, and to that on page 74 as to the Buxton and
High Peak Golf Club.

THE POPULAR LECTURE AT THE ANNUAL MEETING.
LAST year, for the first time, a Popular Lecture waw
delivered during the Annual Meeting of the British
Medical Association. The practice is one very commonly

I
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followed in connexion with scientific congresses, and has
the advantage of interesting the people of the town in the
work of the congrest. Last year the lecture was given by
Dr. G. B. Fergueon of Cheltenham, who took for his subject
disease germs. This year the Popular Lecture will be
given on Friday evening, July 28th, by Professor William
Stirling of Manchester, and will be devoted to the con-
sideration of the phenomena of fatigue and repose. The
lecture will deal with fatigue considered as a condition
brought about by the excessive activity-of' one or more
organs, whereby other organs are secondarily involved.
The subject will beKconsidered also from the point of view
of the teacher and educationalist. An effort will be made,
1oy means of lantern slides and by experiments, to show
how the phenomena of fatigue have been studied on the
muscles of animals and man; some of the experiments will
be projected on the screen. The question of the chemical
processes of and products involved during the onset, con-
tinuation and recovery from fatigue will be discussed, and
also the reason why the effects so long outlast the immedi-
ate cause. There will follow an exposition of the question
of repose, its necessity and' its relation to rhythm. Finally,
the phenomena of fatigue as portrayed in art will be set
forth by pictorial illustrations taken from some of. the
great painters and sculptors. Professor Stirling hopes to
be able to show a suff cient number of experiments to
enable the average working man to obtain an intelligent
appreciation of some of the problems that underlie the
question of fatigue, physical and mental, and some of the
methods which are adopted to study its phenomena, and to
ascertain their causes.

THE UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD.
THE King, who was accompanied by the Queen,
visited Sheffield on July 12th, and opened the new
buildings of the University of Sheffield, which were
described and illustrated in the BRITISH MEDICAL
JOURNAL of May 27th. 1905 (P. I I5I). Their Majesties
were received at the University by the Chancellor, Pro-
Chancellor, and Vice-Chancellor. After the Archbishop of
York had said a prayer the Chancellor, the Duke of Nor-
folk, read an adress from the Court, Council, and Senate
of the University. The address stated that the early years
of the King's reign would always be remarkable as hlving
witnessed a general awakening to the advantages of
higher education in ,ll branches of learning,, and
of. the better understanding of its needs and requirements
evidenced by the almost simultaneous creation of five
independent UIniversities at Birmingham, Manchester,
Liverpool, Leeds) and Sheffield. The Duke of Norfolk
then, as Chancellor of the University, addressed the King,
and stated thst,the origin of the educational movement
which culminated in a university was due to Mr. Mark
Firth, for the college founded by him had now blossomed
into a university. Many others had associated them.
selves with the movement and during the past three
years the faculties of arts, science and medicine had
been gathered together into one building while
applied science was provided for in an adjacent
building. Every clss in Sheffleld had shown keen
interest in the work, masters, and workmen alike,
while the women of Sheffield had vied with the men in
their generous effortt. It was found that a capital sum
Of £200,000 was needed to erect and endow the building,
but as £30,000 was the sum expected to be obtained
for the old building, it remained to raise £170,000;
during the three years £I40,000 had been raised
and the University had just received from Mr. William
Edgar Allen, a citizen of Sbeffield, a donation of £Io,ooo
for the purposes of a library. The charter of the
University was received on the last day of May,
and the University thus constituted was proud to be
able to express its thanks to the King in person.
His Majesty was then presented with the kev by Mr.
Stephenson, Chairman of the Building Committee, and
said, " I have great pleasure in declaring these beautiful
buildings open, and my fervent hope and desire is the
long-continued prosperity of the IJniversity of Sheffield."

NEWSPAPER MEDIOINE.
IN annoncing-the death of Professor Nothnagei aew'days
ago, a daily contemporary informed its readers at tje
illustrious physician "was found dead in bed from heart
apopleTy."The style lacks something of what critics call
charm, but what particularly interests us is the remarkable
disease here introdueed to public notice. "Heart" may,
of course, be a misprint for "beat," but we take it that the
expression is a somewhat infelicitous rendering of the
German term Herzschlag, which, being interpreted,
means "heart failure." In a recent issue of the
Journal of the American Medical Association, a selection
of specimens illustrating' newspaper pathology is given;
among, these such a trifle as "heart apoplexy." would
almost pass unnoticed. Thus we are told of a man who
became ill with " pulmonary peritonitis; " of a doctor who
.died suddenly of " pleurisy of the brain;" and of' a
professor who, after extraction of a tooth, suffered from in.
fla,mmation in the jaw "with bacteriologic sympmtons." Comi.
pared with such afflictions " sorosis of the liver" is minor
trouble. A more serious condition is "ossification of the

tissues of the bone," which is said to have caused the death
of a clergyman. An unfortunate man is said to have
doubled himself up by sneezing so that he could not
straighten himself out again. The doctors arei quoted as

saying that " the spasm of diaplerague resulting from. the
sneeze caused the vertebrae to snap "; nevertheless, they
hope to straighten him out again. Evidently there are
optimists in the American profession. We are accustomed
to surgery o-f a fearful and wonderful character in the news-
papers, but tolerance has not been established to a
sufflcient degree to prevent our feeling a mild surprise at
the following report: " A peculiar and extremely delicate

life.. operation has been performed . . to save
the ife of Antonio whose stomach was partialIy torn
out by a dynamite explosion. Coils of rubber tubing were
inserted in place of his injured intestines." XVe wish
Antonio. well, and should therefore be szad if his new intes-
tinal canal were, Pip wished Mr. Wopsle's calves to;be
when he was playing Hamlet, a little more probable. The
following report of a case in an osteopath's advertisement
can scarcely be placed to the account ot'the newspaper,
but as a gem of purest ray serene It deserves such

"display" as we can give it: "Ot examination I found
an indurated condition of the entire cervical region
producing an external pressure on the medulla oblongpta,
creating an inflammation in the fourth ventricle, extending
along the longitudinal fissure, corpus callosum, and its
peduncles, lamina cinerea, olfactory tract, fissure of
Sylvius, and the anterior perforated space, involving
secondarily the optic commissure, tuber cinereum, infundi-
bulum, pituitary body, corpora albicantia posterior per-
forated space, and the cruri cerebri; hence the incardaa-
tions of the muscular system, loss of speech, loceomotion,
and ptosis of the eyelid after an attack of blindtng head-
ache." "Cruri cerebriI is good, as Polonius says; but,
after all, things just as good are often to be found in the
medical journals. The issue of the Journal of the American
Medical Association itself for July ist contains a paper by
a learned doctor entitled " Submucous Resection of
Deflected Nasal Septi. ' Indeed, if we may judge
from certain answers to questions at a State Buoard
examination given by " a recent graduate of a well-known
medical college In the West," which are quoted in a
previous issue (June 17th) of the same journal} it is possible
that the newspapers may get their pathology from medlical
sources. Among the signs and symptoms ot cerebro-spinal
meningitis, inflammation of the " Cerebelliam of the
brain Is mentioned. Tuberculosis of the lungs is defined
as " pain in the brest a dry and Hacking cauigh and
may spit up some and they may no." Chronic
Bright's disease is described as " Inflammation of the
kidney's scanty H'igh Coloured urine Pain in the back
and scarcely fells like moving has Pain in back and lions
specific Gravity I018 to 0303." To a question about
hypnotics the answer is " lIypnotics are where a person
has lost controle over himself it might be that he is

1;sty -15,* r
.
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LEGAL CAPACITY OF THE INSANE.

Intoxicated or Insane, or overdose of Qpium Intoxication is
where Liquor has him bested and eannot do anything he
looses controle of muscles and nerves." The confusion of
personality between the patient and the drug here displayed
reminds one of the "provingsi" of homoeopathy. These
are but a few specimens chosen almost at random. Of
course they are published by our contemporary because
they are exceptional. But the fact that a man capable
of writing such answers should bave obtain-ed a degree
from a "well-known College" is sufficiently remarkable.

RURAL SANITATION IN A DAIRY DISTRICT.
DR. W. W. E. FLETCHER, one of the medical inspectors of
the Local Government Board, has recently inquired into
the sanitary circumstances of the Pewsey Rural District in
Wiltshire, in connexion with the need for increased
sanitarry supervision of the district, and a more adequate
salary for the local medical officer of health who, having a
district of I I3 square miles in area and containing a popu-lation of I I,Opo, receives only £So per annum. The inquiry
has brought to light an insanitary state of things which is
certainly instructive and which reflects little credit upon
the Rural District Council. There are various sanitary de-
fects in house drainage and the disposal and removal of
excrement, and ordinary nuisances have not been
systematically and effectually dealt with. But it is not
to these matters that we wish- to draw attention. What
is chiefly significant about this report is the fact
that Pewsey is in the heart of the dalrying industry in
Wiltshire and supplies milk to four or five of the largest of
the metropolitan dairy companies, and the report shows
how little control the local Fanitary authority exerts in the
direction of making the district suitable for the dairy in,
dustry. Dr. Fletcherreports that in the main the watersupply
of the district ia derived from wells, as a rule from unsatis-
factory surface wells, though even the deep wells which
e,xist are not so constructed as to prevent ingress of surface
water. " Much of the water supply," he adds, " is liable to
dangerous pollution." Dr. Tubb-Thomase, the county
medical officer investigated this matter in 1902 and
examined samples of water from Ioo Pewsev wells with the
result that he found 6 were "fairly good," Io were "in-
different," i8 were "bad waters, all giving indications of
pollution with organic matter of animal origin and,
therefore, unsafe for drinkinsg in their present con-
dition," and as many as 66 out of the ioo "were
very bad waters and quite unsafe for use for do-
mestic purposes, and the majority might be classed
as highly dangerous waters." Yet " abundance of whole-
some water is available in the immediate neighbourhood,"
though no scheme of supply has yet been submitted to the
Board. When we turn to-the eeweheds things are not very
much better-"some are excellent, ome very much the
reverse." Sometimes there is absence of properflooring
and effectual drainage, at other times it is the lighting and
ventilation which is inefficient. The farmyards are badly
kept. The inspector writes: " I cannot call to mind one
satisfactory farmyard; many were dirty and untidy,
some filthy in the extreme." There are in all Io6
different milk supply premises, and the Dairy,
Cowsheds, and Milkshops Order requires registration
of the occupants of these premises. Only two are
registered, so that of all the numerous milksellers in the
district two only are not liable to prosecution for neglect
of registration. It would be a wbolesome thing if these
104 persons were prosecuted. It should be added that of
twenty-nine members of the District Council five are milk-
sellers, and four of these occupy unregistered premises,
and should be prosecuted. It is, indeed, a wonderful story
of culpability and neglect, and the five London dairy com-
panies which obtain portions of their supplies would do
wisely to inquire of their clients if their contracts are being
kept. It is impossible to obtain a pure milk supplv for
London or anywhere else if milk-producing districts have
84 per cent. of their wells yielding polluted water and only
2 per cent. of their milksellers registered and inspeeted
uider the Dairy Order, and it is useless to expect it.

THE LEGAL CAPACITY OF THE INSANE.
THE question as to how far a person non compo8 mentis can
be held bound by a contract entered into by him was dis-
cussed at considerable length in a judgement delivered by
the Privy Council la-t week. Pat shortly, the question was
whether a mortgage bond entered into by a person of
unsound mind, though not formally so found, could be
enforced. The case is of interest as showing that the
irresponsibility of the insane in matters of contract is of
very early origin. In Justinian's Institutes it was laid
down that an insane person could not transact any business
whstever; while Grotius, in his treatise De Jure Belli et
Pacis, said that the use of the reason was the first requisite
to constitute the -obligation of a promise, which a madman,
idiot, and an infant was consequently incapable of.making ;
Prim,um requiritur U8US rationis; ideo et furiosi et amentis et
infantis nutla est promnissio. Pothier, in his work on "Obli-
gations," interprets the civil law as follows: "All contracts
pretended to be made by persons interdicted for insanity,
though before interdiction are null, provided it be shown
that they were insane at the t-ime of the cozitract, for then
insanity alone and of itself renders them incapable of con-
tracting, Independently of the sentence of interdiction,.
which is merely a declaration of insanity." Acting on this
principle, the Priv Council held that the mortgage bond
could be enforced. It should be added that this case was
decided in accordance with the Roman-Dutch law, which
is in force at the Cape, but the same principles apply
in England. It may be mentioned that by the
law of EDgland, in order to invalidate the act of a
person on the ground of his being non compos mrentis, the
question in a civil proceeding is Whether he was a rational'
and free agent in regard to the particular matter. Again,
partial unsoundness, not affecting the general faculties and
not operating on the mind of a testator in regard to teat-
montary disposition, is not sufficient to render a person
incapable of disposing of his property by will. So in a
case tried some years ago, it appeared that the testator
made a will (which was disputed) in 1863. He had been
confined as a lunatic for some months in 1841, and he-
remained subject to delusions that he was personally
molested by a man who had long bee-n dead, and that he
was pursued by evil spirits whom he believed to be visibly
present. These delusions were shown to have existed
between I84I and I865. As to his business capacity, the
evidence was contradictory; it was admitted, however,
that at times he was capable of making a will. A will
made by him was accordingly admitted to probate.

THE TEACH1ING OF TEMPERANCE IN ELEMENTARY,
SCHOOLS.

UNDER this title Dr. E. Claude Taylor, Honorary Secretar
of the Committee which circulated the petition so largely.
signed by the medical profession last year, has contributed
to the British Journal of Inebriety a short account of the
results so far obtained by that Committee. After stating
that a course of lectures in physiology and hygiene for
teachers is given in the West Riding of Yorkshire and at
Bristol, and that in Durham, Sheffield, and Leicester,, ia.'
struction ill hygiene including temperance is b.ing,
organized, and that recently all the Scottish school boars-
have adopted the idea, he points to the fact that the
Board of Education is having prepared a syllabus o hygiene
and temperance as evidence that that Board raises the.
need for instruction in these subjects. Dr. Taylor has sen4
us an appeal issued some little time age for contributios
to defray the cost of the work already done by the com-.
mittee. It appears that the expenditure incurred durig:
7904 in connexion with the petition, the deputation to
Lord Londonderry and subsequent action was in round
numbers £2io. Subscriptions amounting to about £85
have been received from certain members of the com-
mittee, but this leaves a debt of about £13o due to Sir Vieer,
Horsley, the Treasurer. It is believed, that the principal
expenses connected with the effort have now practally
ceased, and the committee desires tocomplete the financial
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THE PURCHASE OF A MOTOR CAR.

account for the past year. Contributions are invited to
make up the deficit. They may be sent to Dr. E. Claude
Taylor, Eland House, Rosslyn Hill, Hampstead, N.W.

ORAL INSTRUCTION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB.
THE annual meetings of the two colleges engaged in
training teachers of the deaf on the pure oral system have
recently been held-that of the Ealing College, which is
under the superintendentship of Mrs. Kinsey, on Wednes-
day, Jane 28th, at Lord Ludlow's mansion in Portland
Place, and that of the Institution in Fitzroy Square, under
the direction of Mr. William Van Praagh, at the Portman
Rooms, on July 4th. At the former Bishop Welldon pre-
sided, and the report read by the Rev. Arthur L. Thompson
stated that there were now in the practising school 24
pupils, 17 of whom had been sent by school authorities.
Seven students were under training as teachers, and, in-
cluding these, the number sent out by. the college since its
foundation reached I4L. The finances were more satis-
factory than previousiy, the deficit last year being only
£I78. A short sketch of the methods used in the oral
teaching of deaf children was given by the head mistress
(Miss Hewitt), and amongst the speakers were Drs. Symes
Thompson, Warner, and Fletcher Beacb. At the annual
ineeting of the Fitzroy Square College the chair was taken
by the Rev. C. H. Parez, who moved' the adoption of
the report. Commenting on this, he remarked upon
the fact that the demand for qualified teachers
exceeded the supply, and regretted that there had
not been a larger number of candidates for train-
ing in the college at ii, Fitzroy Square, where
every facility existed for the purpose, and there was
an excellent practising school. No grant was provided by
Government in aid of the training of teachers, but the 50
girls and boys taught in the school had earned the highest
possible grant given by the Board of Education, amounting
to £i6i I7s. 6d. The report of H.M. Inspector, Dr. Eicholz,
was most satisfactory, stating that "the children were
singularly successful, not only with speech, but in the
matter of general language." An interesting collection of
drawings, wood-work, fancy needlework, etc., was on view
during .the meeting, and a demonstration of the methods
of instruction used was given by the teachers with
various grades of pupils. The Director, Mr. Van Praagh,
furnished explanations of the methods, and Mrs. Western
distributed the prizes. Amongst other speakers were Mr.
St. John Ackers, Mr. S. Symons, and Dr. Shuttleworth. It
was mentioned that a debt existed of over £5oo, which it
was hoped the benevolent public would help to liquidate.
Both of these institutions have done excellent pioneer work
in the past in helping to abolish "deaf-mutism" by the
advocacy and pra6tice of the oral method of instruction,
which enables the dumb (formerly so-called) to speak
and understand speech, so as no longer to be in a state of
social isolation. It is to be hoped that the usefulness and
efficiency of the two colleges may not be permitted to
become impaired by lack of funds.

BEARDS AND BACILLI.
THE time was when " shaveling" was a term of theological
abuse; at the present day it bids fair to become one
denoting sanitary righteousness. Some years ago a
German investigator called the attention of surgeons to
the vast possibilities of infection that lurk in the beard
and whiskers of an operator. Dr. Josiah Forrest Kennedy,
of Des Moines, Secretary of the Iowa State Board, recently
invited medical practitioners to sacrifice the hair that
adorns their manly countenances to the greater good of
their patients. His appeal has met with a more sym-
pathetic reception than he expected. As a specimen of
the letters addressed to him on the subject, he quotes the
following from a retired army phvsician in Nebraska:
Your idea is all right, doctor. If there is any class of

men and women who should be clean mentally, morally,
and physically it is the doctors. A long-whiskered, long-
haired, dirty doctor (and he must be dirty if he has long
kair and whiskers) is a disgrace to the profession, and to

I
humanity in general. One of the distinguishing features
between man and the anthropoid apes is that one shaves
and the other does not." Perhaps the "retired army
physician" goes rather far, but he is on the right path. A
well-known and highly-respected practitioner of DesMoines
writes: " I want to express my gratification and hearty
sympathy with your recommendation as to clean-shaven
faces for physicians. Now, as a bald-headed man, I wish
to suggest that if you can conscientiously carry your recom-
mendation a little farther to include the top of the head,
you will be doing a favour to a class that has always been
conspicuous, but a little out of style." We confess that we
are in sympathy with this suggestion, which has the merit
of being, as far as it goes, strictly logical. But it does not
go far enough. Why should only the top of the head be
shaved? If the doctor of the futare is to be clean-shaven,
he must also-if he is to be consistent and aseptic-
be completely shorn. Dr. Kennedy, who has probably
a fine head of hair, is not, however, willing to carry his
practice to the full extent of his principles. In his con-
demnation of the beard, he is-we doubt not quite uncon-

sciously-following the teaching of a sixteenth-century
physician, Andrew Borde, who, among other works on the
preservation of health, wrote a Boke of Berdes, which is
unfortunately lost. The learned know it only from some
surviving passages of a reply by one Barnes, who came
forward in defence of the beard. If he is to be believed,
Borde had a personal motive in preaching the policy of the
smooth chin. We are told that he got drunk with a Dutch-
man and vomited over his long beard, which stank so next
morning that he had to shave it off This of course may
be nothing more than a sample of what Mr. Stephen Cole-
ridge might call the amenities of mediaeval debate.
Fashion is now, for a wonder, on the side of bygiene. Not
many years ago every man who could grow a beard took a

pride in being, like Bottom, marvellous hairy about the
face; now we are going back to the glabrous estate of
the actor, the faccia di musico which Byron considered
a reproach to be wiped out only by the growing of
unfashionable moustaches. Shaving may be a counsel of
hygienic perfection, but has it not some drawbacks from a

moral point of view? We do not speak of the profane
swearing of which it is the frequent cause, but of the
monstrous cantle which it cuts out of a man's life without
compensating gain. Campbell the poet is said to have
calculated that a man who shaves himself every day and
lives to the age of threescore and ten, expends during his
life as much time in making his face smooth as would
have sufficed for learning seven languages. If the beard
must be offered as a sacrifice to Hygeia, cannot science
give to man some method of removal at once swift and
easier than the razor?

THE PURCHASE OF A MOTOR CAR.
IT is not too much to say that the purchase of a motor car

requires to be entered into with as much caution as the
purchase of a horse. The dealer is selling cars every day,
but it is not to be expected that the buyer will have all the
law of warranty at his fingers' ends. The experiences of
Dr. Thomas Cameron of Hull, which were recounted in
a case in the King's Bench Division lastweek,are of interest
as showing what remedy is open to the purchaser of a car
which does not prove satisfactory. It appeared that
Dr. Cameron agreed to purchase from one Greenfield
a second-hand automobile of which he had seen an
advertisement for £90, by instalments of /,5 a
month. On inspection the boiler of the Car
was found to be defective, but this defect was
remedied. The car was delivered on October 26th, 1903,
when Dr. Cameron, finding that it was not in working
order, had some repairs done to it, including a new piston-
rod, chain, and tire. He paid three instalments of ;5, and
in February or Marcb, I904, he rejected the car as not being
in accordance with the contract, and claimed from Green-
field the return of the £25 paid for it and the expenses
incurred in connexion with it. Alternatively he claimed
damages for breach of contract. A jury found that the
motor was not according to contract; that Dr. Cameron did
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MUSIC-HALL MEDICINE.

not keep it longer than was necessary; and that the repairs
were necessary. In the event he had judgement for £43.
It may be observed tbat the case put forward by the
defendants was that the plaintiff so dealt with the car
after it was delivered to him as to debar himself under the
Sale of Goods Act, I893, sec. 35, from rejecting it. That
section provides that " The buyer is deemed to have
accepted the goods when he intimates to the seller that
he has accepted them, or when the goods have been deliv-
ered to him and he does any act in relation to them which
is inconsistent with the ownership of the seller, or when,
after the lapse of a reasonable time, be retains the goods
without intimating to the seller that he has rejected them."
It is evident, having regard to the case noted, a jury will
place a liberal interpretation upon the expression " reason-
able time." As to the question of warranty, the case is an
illustration of the law that where an article is sold for a
particular purpose there is an implied warranty that it
shall be reasonably fit for that purpose.

CLINICAL OR LABORATORY COURSES.
THE Harvard University which. during the last few years,
has made a number of experiments in educational methods,
gave notice recently that beginning with the next academic
year students in the medical school would be allowed a
very wide choice among the subjects of the fourth year.
Advice as to the grouping was given, but otherwise the
student was given great freedom to select the subjects
which he considered it would be most advantageous for
him to take up. It was expected by some that a large
number of the students would choose laboratory
courses in preparation for later research; this has
not turned out to be the case, for a large
majority have chosen clinical cour£es, particularly those
leading to general practice, the number of applicants
for purely laboratory courses being comparatively few.
We agree with the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal in
believing that this is a matter for congratulation. Even in
the case of those men who may ultimately devote them-
selves to research work, the experience gained by a year
devoted to clinical work will be of great value in enabling
them to appreciate the relative importance of problems
which they may later decide to investigate in the labora-
tory. Nowadays, moreover, in every field of clinical medi-
cine it is necessary for the student to become trained in
the methods followed in the clinical laboratory, and these
are in principle identical with those employed in research
laboratories; the training, again, in the clinical laboratory
is a direct preparation for independent investigation. The
converse does not hold good, and a man who misses the
clinical training which is placed at his disposal during the
later years of his curriculum is never likely to make up
for the lost opportunity.

MUSIC-HALL MEDICINE,
WE publish elsewhere a report of proceedings before
Mr. Francis, at the Lambeth Police-court, in which a
person calling himself "Dr." Walford Bodie was sum-
moned for using titles in contravention of the Medical
Acts. It seems that this gentleman appears on music-hall
stages and treats "incurable " persons by mesmerism and
hypnotism. To emphasize the importance of his qualifica-
tions, handbills are circulated in the "halls" to the effect
that Bodie is entitled to the degrees of M.D. and C.M.; as
a general rule the letters U.S.A. are added, but on May igth
this addition was omitted. The magistrate convicted, but
the amount of the fine imposed-/5 and £5 58. costs-
appears to us not to be commensurate with the gravity of
the offence. Here was an unqualified person making use
of the very highest degrees in surroundings where the
public might easily be deceived. He held himself out to
treat the incurable by more or less occult arts. It is rather
surprising that the magistrate should have considered that
the circumstances of this case mitigated the offence com-
mitted. By assuming titles which he did not possess, for
the purpose of imposing himself on the frequenters of
music-halls, the defendant had brought an honourable
profession into contempt, and the case might therefore

have been deemed one for the infliction of exemplary
punishment. Nevertheless, the Medical Defence Union
has done a useful piece of work, for while Bodie will
probably continue to give his "turns" at "music halls"
and "palaces," the conviction will effectually prevent him
from posing in the future as a member of the British
medical profession.

QUACKEIRY IN NEW YORK.
AN active campaign has for five years been carried on by
the medical organizations of the State of New York
against quacks of various kinds, and, accordine to
Mr. James Taylor Lewis, Counsel of the New York
State Medical Association, all that has been accom-
plished has been the prevention of any increase
in the number of such lawbreakers. The quacks are
still as numerous as when the campaign was entered
upon in I900. Various changes of strategy have been
adopted, but, after an expenditure of many thousands of
dollars by the medical organizations, unqualified practice
continues to flourish. Mr. Lewis points out that there are
only two directions in which improvement can be looked
for. One of these is a change in the law relative to the
punishment of quacks. As the law now stands there is no
minimum fine or alternative term of imprisonment; hence
nominal fines or very short terms of imprisonment are
often imposed. The consequence is that many quacks keep
an emergency fund for use in case of arrest, and by plead-
ing guilty give judges the impresaion that it is a first
offence, and almost invariably escape with a fine of £io or

£,X5. Mr. Lewis contends that there should be a minimum
fine of £20 or a minimum term of imprisonment of thirty
days, or both, for a first offence, and a fine of not less than
£5o or six months' imprisonment, or both, for any subse-
quent offence. As an illustration of the amount of money
made by quacks, he cites the case of an "anti-obesity
cure " which brings in from £6,ooo to £8,oco a year. In
such circumstances a small fine is an unconsidered trifle
to the quack. There is, we are told, in Oneida County, in
the State of New York, a " natural bone-setter,; who has a
larger practice in that branch of surgery than any regular
practitioner in the neighbourhood. He is called to
patients in four or five counties, and Mr. Lewis was in-
formed that no grand jury would indict, and no petit
jury could be found to convict, if he were indicted.
This man has done more damage to the public indirectly
than can be estimated, as properly-qualified practitioners
refuse to treat patients because he is called in surrep-
titiously and disturbs the natural process of repair; then
he advises a blackmailing malpractice action. He is called
as an expert in malpractice cases which he has advised to
be taken into Court, and, strange as it may seem, is allowed
by courts to te3tify. Mr. Lewis thinks that to make a
breach of the medical law a felony would be a mistake,
because of the delay and difficulties of trials by jury,
which would allow a great many offenders to escape scot-
free. The other direction in which Mr. Lewis looks for
improvement is in the refusal of quack advertisements by
newspapers. If daily papers could be induced to exclude
all advertisements of clairvoyants, midwives, spiritualists,
and fortune-tellers who are unable to produce a diploma
licensing them to practise medicine, and who have no
medical knowledge, it would be impossible for them to
continue to prey upon the public. Some of the papers
have expressed a willingness to refuse advertisements irom
persons who have once been convicted of practising
medicine illegally, but that rule is easily defeated by
achange of name, and the advertisement is continued.
When public sentiment is sufficiently aroused to demand
that the daily advertisements of persons who offer to procure
abortion under the guise of curing female irregularities, or
who profess to cure sickness by removal of the evil influence
of wicked spirits, or who claim by the presence of the
spirits of departed friends to receive suggestions as to
medical treatment and thus undertake a cure, shall be
omitted from the papers a great step will have been taken
towards the suppression of the class of criminals whose
special line is breach of the medical law.
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NEW HOSPITAL FOR BERMUDA.
ALTHOUGH a lunatic asylum was established in Bermuda
as long ago as I846, and has a daily average of 52 patients,
a small cottage hospital in the outskirts of Hamilton, the
capital, which is kept up by voluntary subscriptions, is
the only provision in the way of hospital accommoda-
tion. There has been, however, sb large an increase
in the population of recent years, and the islands
have become such a favourite holiday resort for tourists
from the United States, that-as we learn from a recently-
published Blue Book-it has begun to be realized that the
time has arrived for the establishment of a general hos-
pital, to be supported partly by a subsidy from the general
revenue of the Colony and partlv by tue fees of paying
patients. A Committee of the General Board of Health
and others have accordingly drawn out a scheme for the
consideration of the Executive, and as soon as the question
of site for the extension of the existing hospital or for the
erection of a new one has been decided, it is the intention

of the Governor to place the matter before the Legislature.

MEDICAL EVIDENCE IN ITALY.
AT a meeting held on June 20th the Medical Faculty of the
University of Rome, on the proposal of Professor Baccelli,
passed a resolution to the following effect: That in view of
the painful spectacle presented by differences of opinion
between-medical witnesses testifying on one side or the
other in criminal cases, leading sometimes to unseemly
disputes in public, a radical reform of the system of
medical evidence is necessary in the interests alike of
science and justice. It is urged that a single Board of
experts should be established whose special knowledge
should be impartially at the service of both sides. The
Rome Faculty invites the co-operation of all the other
Medical Faculties of Italy in bringing about this reform.

GANGRENE FOLLOWING PUERPERAL ECLAMPSIA.
THE science of obstetrics has undergone such brilliant
developments of late years that some recent papers

about the sequelae of eclampsia are worth considering.
The fact that sloughing may follow the convulsions is of
intrinsic interest, but it also opens up the question of
treatment. In any suchcase neglect might be suspected.
But two instances have been published by Dr. Gatbrod of
Heilbronn,l in which the pstients enjoyed the advantages
of skilled attendance at least during labour and childbed,
although it is worth noting that in the first instance the
patient was sent into a public institution, and there was no

historyofprophylactic treatment or even of any fits during
pregnancy; whilst in the second the patient was a widow,
and presumably the pregnancy was concealed as long as

possible. The first patient was a primipara, and the first
severe fit occurred during the passage of the head, which
on that account was speedily delivered. The perineum

was torn; as it was being sutured a second fit took place.
A number more, over fifteen, six being counted within the
space of an hour, oceurred on the first day. As
there was complete insensibility next day, hot com-

presseswere applied, and free perspiration followed. It
happened that the unconscious patient lay for some hours
with her left hand behind her, touching the sacral region
and the left foot crossed over the right. When the com-

presses were being applied and the patient's body arranged

comfortably, the skin of the left hand, the sacral region,

the left heel and the dorsum of the right foot was found to

be sloughy. There were also sloughs of the skin of the
inner side of both knees. The patient recovered, but

abscesses developed in the right foot, disorganizing the
ankle-joint, so that amputation of the leg below the knee

was found necessary. The second patient, a widow,aged
47, was found by her children lying in bed unconscious,
with foam on her mouth. Labourset in, term having been
reached a few hours later, and was attended with convul-

sions, yet the child was delivered spontaneously in the pre-

sence of a midwife. The fits recurred and Gutbrod
employed appropriate remedies. Great quantities of

1Gaiugran nach Elampaie, MAoatachr. f. EI1eb. u. GIY., June, 1905, :P 734.

mucus were removed from the air passages. When the
fits subsided on the second day the patient became almost
maniacal, fouling her room with faeces and urine, attempt-
ing to get out of the window and shrieking with laughter
when addressed. Her replies were unintelligible. By th-e
tenth day the psychical disturbance had subsided, but
sloughing of the integuments over the left great toe was
observed. It extended upwards and proved very hard to
check; an ulcer developed on the right cornea and large
abscesses in the left foot and calf. Recovery was protracted.
No doubt both the above cases were of more than average
severity, but the fact common to both, that gangrene may
follow eclampsia even though the patient be kept under-
skilled treatment, is of importance.

THE STANDARDIZATION OF VACCINE LYMPH.
A NEW method has been proposed by M. C. Gu6rin for the
standardization of vaccine lymph (Ann. de l'Inst. Past.,
Mlay, 1905). He observed some time ago that if a rabbit is
inoculated on the back with a measured quantity of vac-
cine of good quality, a confluent, pustular eruption is
obtained over the entire surface inoculated. If then &.
series of progressive dilutions of the same vaccine are
made, and these are. inoculated in equal quantities upon
rabbits of the same weight, there is obtained a crop of
isolated pustules which are more or less numerous accord-
ing to the degree of dilution, and are readily capable of
being counted. If the dilution is not too high the pustules
make their first appearance at the end of two days, though
if the diiution is pushed further they may not be clearly
visible until towards the end of the third day.
In every case the total yield is obtained by the
fifth day, and this is the period to be chosen for the evalua-
tion of the vaccine. The method he proposes is to make
an emulsion of the material to be tested, after keeping ib
for ten days at a low temperature in an equal weight of
sterilized glycerine; a second addition of an equal amount
of glycerine is then made, and the process of dilution is
continued with sterilized distilled water. These dilutions
are tested in doses of one cubic centimetre. If the sample of
vaccine is of high quality the eruption produced by a dilution
of I in 5oo is still absolutely confluent, while a dilution of E
in I,ooo yields isolated pustules, which number from three
to four per square centimetre. If, on the other hand, a
dilution of I in ioo fails to produce an eruption which
exhibits at least three or four pustules per cubic eenti-
metre the vaccine must be regarded as of inferior quality;,
and if a dilution of I in So fails to produce this effect the
vaccine ought to be rejected.

ANTIRABIC VACCINATION,
THE Annales de l'Inatitut Pasteur of June 25th contains a
report by M. Jules Viala of the antirabic vaccinations
carried out in the Pasteur Institute, Paris, in i904. In the
course of that year the number of persons treated at the
Institute was 757. Of these s died of hydrophobia-a
death-rate of o.66 per cent. In twoof these cases, however,
the disease manifested itself less than fifteen days after
the completion of the course of treatment, and should,
therefore, be deducted from the caees in which thetreat-
ment failed. This gives a corrected mortality of 0.39 per
cent. Details are given of all the cases in which death
occurred. It may be pointed out that since the establish-
ment of Pasteur Institutes at Lyons, Marseilles, Bordeau)6
Lille, and Montpellier a certain-proportion of persons who
have been bitten by rabid animals go to one or other of
these instead of repairing to Paris.

AT a meeting of the Manchester and District Association
of Fellows of the Royal College of Surgeons of England,
held on July 8tb, the following resolutions were passd:
"That it is desirable that Manchester be represented.on
the Council of the Royal College of Surgeons." "ThatMr.
G. A. Wright be requested to stand as a candidate for tbe
next election." Mr. Wright conaented to stand,-and a sub-
committee wa3 formhed to further his election,
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